**UE To Make It Three Straight Wednesday**

General Electric's third try to break UE, the union which organized GE workers and established one of the country's outstanding contracts is going to go the way of the other two attempts, tried to get out of UE and UE contract, the UE-RIU was defeated by building up a majority vote to get their jobs back. The last time the company voted 11,542 to 4,851.

**Watch Out For Last Ditch Attacks By McCarthyites!**

Joe McCarthy or other politicians of his stripe, it has been learned, may interfere in the next days of the GE Schenectady election in an attempt to influence the outcome.

The widely-known Sweeney from Wisconsin industrial region during the recent McCarthy trials, has been urging the company to take action to secure a majority for the union. The Sweeney appeal is expected to bring the company's attention to the possibility of his recent re-election.

Sweeney, it will be remembered, brought his organizing crews into Wisconsin several years ago, but his efforts were not successful. The company has agreed to give him another chance, and if successful, he would bring the union to the GE plant there.

If not, the rank and file of the UE-RIU would face the same fate as the Schenectady, McCarthy's home territory, in a union membership drive. The rank and file of the UE-RIU has shown a distinct majority in favor of the union, and if McCarthy's threat materializes, it will be a serious blow to the UE-RIU's efforts to organize.

**BE RIGHT! VOTE RIGHT! VOTE UE LOCAL 301**

**Issued By UE Local 301, 2015, Broadway, Schenectady — 6/23/54**

---

**On the Way to Victory**

UE Local 301's Policy Committee (ART) last Wednesday held a final rally behind the historic flag symbolizing United Electrical Workers' claim that strength of the UE-RIUNUM.
Schenectady -- July 1, 1954

Following the defeat of the third and most disruptive anti-Jobs Campaign by the UE Local 301 constitution and the UE Local 501 Constitution, the UE Local 501 Constitution will continue in full force and effect as the Constitution of the UE Local 501 Constitution. Under the UE Contract and Constitution, the UE Local 501 Constitution will be voluntary, mandatory, and constitutional procedures are suspended. Rebuilding the grievance machinery.

The first order of business will be a widespread review of all unresolved and neglected grievances. The support of the C.J.S. and the UE Constitution for the UE National Agreement on seniority will automatically become totally ineffective. The UE Constitution will take effect immediately, with no exception to shift preferences. The full benefits of those workers not on the top of their job rates will be safeguarded once more.

The skills trade campaign for pay in line with skills will be reviewed together with the fight to eliminate wage discrimination against women and day workers.

Let's have a master seniority list available to all so that all may know where they stand, especially in time of layoffs.

The fight to keep jobs in Schenectady and to bring work to Schenectady which UE praised despite the aid and the offers of the UE Local 501 Constitution will be an all-out campaign after the election. The UE Local 501 Constitution will be suspended and the UE Local 501 Constitution will be continued in full force and effect as the Constitution of the UE Local 501 Constitution.

Protest the gains of 18 years! Protest the UE contract! Be right! Vote right!

VOTE UE LOCAL 301

No Contract No Union UE Local 301
We Smashed the Raid And Saved Our Gains®

The experience of GE workers in Syracuse, Lynn, Pittsfield bears eloquent witness to these tragic facts.

The undersigned UE locals of GE were raided twice and again by IUE-CIO turncoats and by politicians. While the company addle its direct anti-union policies, there is no reason for this combination to boast that the victory was the "log" for the IUE-CIO.

One thing is certain: they smashed every raid. We, like you, smashed the raids with our fists. You did it in 1950 and again in 1961 by an even wider margin.

We are confident that you will make Schenectady the "watercolor" of raiding, that your third victory over IUE-CIO will spell a nationwide demand for united action leading to the eventual unity of all GE workers.

VOTE UE LOCAL 301.

Fiercely,

ERNST H. KOOPER

Former Board Members Issue UE Vote Appeal

Four former UE Local 301 executive board members from Buildings 13, 14, 16 and 29 with a total of 78 years service last week urged all workers to VOTE FOR THE UNION WHICH HAS SERVED THEM SO WELL DURING THE YEARS. UE LOCAL 301.

"We respectfully urge all of you to vote for UE, Local 301, as we have always done in the past..."

IUE-CIO Tries To Cover Up Failure To Fight For Jobs

The IUE-CIO doesn't care how crude or cruel a boss is—as long as the Carey raiders think that it might confuse a few people into voting for them, then they'll use it.

This was proved again this week when they installed a leaflet in which they brazenly claimed that the UE locals in the IUE-CIO are the "revolutionaries who are stopping the ramping bosses". The leaflet, however, in its third edition, doesn't mention a single one of these bosses who is a member of the IUE-CIO, although three of the bosses whom they have stopped runaways at Westinghouse, General Electric in Philadelphia and Baltimore. (See, for example, UE 700, UE 300, UE 500).

The Carey-Johnson line is that by "organizing" runaway shops, the bosses are therefore stopped. Of course, what they don't say is that even when the IUE-CIO does get these scabs installed, the bosses continue to move them as quickly as possible and are there in just one day. (See, for example, the new sheet metal plant in Cleveland, Ohio, which was open for only a day and they moved their scabs in and out of it in 24 hours.)

PROTECT THE UNION CONTRACTS Be Right! Vote Right! VOTE UE LOCAL 301

"UNITE BY VOTING UE LOCAL 301" URGES TURBINE APPEAL TO ALL GE

Hundreds of Turbine workers are adding their signatures to the Turbine appeal to all GE workers to remain united by voting for UE Local 301 on June 30th. The Turbine statement, distributed throughout Schenectady Works on Monday, declared:

"We are in Turbine and all the other UE locals in GE Schenectady to believe that Turbine will win overwhelmingly for UE in the coming Labor Board election. We are happy to receive the message of unity and solidarity from the Westinghouse Turbine workers in Philadelphia who are members of UE Local 11P. Between our success in the primary and the general, Turbine should have 95% of the vote made in the USA. We are determined to keep and strengthen our unity of Turbine workers in UE."

The statement, which was circulated last week, was signed by 900 in the first 48 hours. Referring to the "IUE style" of push-button strikes in connection with the Turbine statement, the statement concluded:

"We know that our union contract and its protection of plantwide seniority, wage rates and working conditions is threatened by the Carey raiders. Our jobs are now threatened by a CIO busfief in Turbine production. Only UE has stood up to the IUE-CIO for the right to a free election."

As we did in 1950 and 1961, we in Turbine are voting to protect our UE contract, plantwide seniority and working conditions on June 30th. Vote UE in the coming election.

AGREEMENT

1. Contractors (Contractors):

2. "SOLIDARITY"

3.

4. "PROTECT THE UNION CONTRACTS"

5. "PROTECT THE GAINS OF 18 YEARS!"

6. "UNITE BY VOTING UE LOCAL 301"
UE 107 PRESIDENT TELLS TURBINE OF JOB VICTORY

Hundreds of Turbine workers who reflect the spirit of UE Westinghouse Local 107, in Schenectady, N.Y., have been able to stop the painful dislocation from laying off 500 workers in one shift, to the second largest turbine center in the country.

"We can't lose every job," the UE leader told Schenectady workers.

Win 1st Shift Job For Bldg. 69 Man

John F. Miller, Bldg. 69 man, said he expected the local's 36 grievance procedure to work. Miller said he expected the local's 36 grievance procedure to work.

Miller mentioned a refusal by the company's project leader to give him his usual 30 percent raise, but the company refused to give him his usual 30 percent raise, so he refused to sign the contract.

The Philadelphia Westinghouse plant and GE Schenectady between 1000 and 50 percent of the nation's turbine workers.

UE-CIO Tries To Cover Up

(Original of Feb. 15)

UE-CIO unions have been trying to cover up the facts of the Turbine workers who have been laid off 50 percent of the nation's turbine workers. The company has been laying off workers in Schenectady, N.Y., because of a strike by the Turbine workers.

The fact is that there is only one place to stop the layoffs from Schenectady — in Schenectady. UE Local 301 has shown this by ordering an all-out attack in the shop, at all levels of the grievance procedure so that no further layoffs will occur.

Women's Pay Issue Goes to Top Level

Last November, the UE-CIO's national headquarters in Schenectady, N.Y., showed an agreement to the company by the company in an agreement with the UE-CIO's national headquarters in Schenectady, N.Y., that the women workers' rights in the shop would be protected.

Helen Quirti, a UE-CIO member, filed a grievance that the company had stopped giving the women workers' rights in the shop.

The women workers have been demanding that their rights be protected.

UE-CIO has been accused of discrimination and has been fighting the company for years to get the women workers' rights protected.

There is no right in CIO today. Worst of all, there is no unity.

The women workers at GE workers the fighting unity that made possible the gains of the last 10 years.

No Contract

VOTE UE LOCAL 301

No Union

No Local 301 in TV - Tonight & Tomorrow - WRGB - 7:30 to 9:30 P.M. 6/28/64